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State, unions
reach strike
settlement
By BRITTA TRYGSTAD
Staff Writer

After 32 consecutive hours
of bargaining, state and union
negotiators announced a “tentative agreement” for a new
two-year contract.
Negotiators for American
Federation of State, County
and Municipal Employees
Council 6 (AFSCME) and
Minnesota Association of
Professional
Employees
(MAPE), which represent over
195 workers on campus and
27,000 workers statewide,
accepted the state’s “final”
offer at 4 p.m. Saturday.
“I’m pleased that we were
able to resolve this very difficult negotiation,” Gov. Tim
Pawlenty said in a news
release issued Saturday.
According to MAPE, the contract offered improves health
and dental proposals compared to the offer rejected by
union members Sept. 29.
However, no across-theboard wage adjustments were
offered.
“Is this a good contract? No.
But it’s a reasonable contract,” said Bryan Kotta, negotiator for MAPE.
Friday the MAPE membership board will vote to accept
or reject the contract.
If
rejected, negotiators will
resume negotiations. If board
members accept the proposal, another vote to accept or
reject and strike will be issued
to union members in late
November.
AFSCME will conduct a similar process at the end of the
month.
Trygstad can be reached
at shadowedfire@hotmail.com.

Dare to dream

Davis to appear ESPN searches
on ‘American Idol’ for anchor in Fargo
By BARBIE PORTER

By DUSTIN MONKE

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

MSUM senior Shapeera
Davis is taking the next
step to becoming an
American Idol.
Davis was clueless
that a friend registered her to compete
in the Old Broadway
tryouts for the show
Through
until the phone rang.
sporadic gig“She told me I had to be at the gles, Davis explained her ride:
OB at a certain time. I asked “He [driver] proceeded to fight
her what I was doing and she with a person in the car
said, ‘you don’t know it, but behind us, while he was driyou’re
auditioning
for ving. He had his head out the
‘American Idol’ this year.’ My window while speeding. I
friends pushed me out the asked to get out, but he
door and got me down there,” wouldn’t stop because he
Davis said.
wanted his money.”
Davis found herself in the
Davis made it to the audiheart of New York City taking tions alive, but unprepared.
in the noc“One thing I
turnal culdidn’t get to
ture
and
do before the
ster eotypifirst round
Randy was like, ah, no.
cal cab driwas
warm
Paula said I was pleasant,
vers.
“At
up,” Davis
and Simon said, ‘I’m thinking
night, ususaid. “I got
yes for Hollywood.’
ally you’re
there
and
used
to
had to sing.”
Shapeera Davis
walking outDavis sang
MSUM senior,
side and the
a
capella,
‘American Idol’ competitor
street lights
with
no
are on. In
microphone
New York everything was on, and others auditioning a few
the street lights, the build- feet away. After making the
ings, everything was alive. cut through two rounds, she
Most people think New York is found herself in front of the
scary, but I was walking three notorious critics.
around by myself and didn’t
“I went in the room and got
have any weird experiences,
except a scary cab ride,” Davis
said.
❒ IDOL, back page

“

Every sports enthusiast has
a time every day when they
turn on ESPN and watch one
of the 10 episodes of
“SportsCenter.” Many watch
more than once.
Viewers
often
see
“SportsCenter” anchor Stuart
Scott, using his trademark,
“boo-yeah” phrase, or Trey
Wingo joking about a poorly
performing basketball player,
saying his shooting was “cooler than the other side of the
pillow.”
For those who watch ESPN
like it’s their religion, it has
crossed their minds that they
could do what the anchors are
doing.
Now residents of the FargoMoorhead area will get their
chance to prove they have the
skills that it takes to become a
“SportsCenter”
anchor
Saturday when representatives of the sports channel
come to Fargo’s Old Broadway
Bar and Grill in search of a
new “SportsCenter” anchor.
The auditions are for all amateur sports anchors competing for a chance
to be on

ESPN’s upcoming reality TV
show “Dream Job.”
“Right now we’re touring the
country, casting for the show,”
said “Dream Job” casting producer Jason Blake.
At least one winner will be
chosen out of the Fargo auditions and will go to Chicago at
a later date for the regional
competition.
From
four
regional competitions in the
United States, 10 to 12 winners will be chosen.
If chosen for the show, contestants will have to compete
with each other in various
ways.
“They have to show they can
do ‘SportsCenter’ highlights,
and that they know how to
cover sports credibly and journalistically,” Blake said.
Beginning on Feb. 22, ESPN
will debut the reality show
which will pit the amateur
sports anchors against one
another in a competition. The
contract assures that the winner will be a paid sports
anchor on “SportsCenter” for
at least one year.
“There is no recommended
preparation,” Blake said.
“They should come, be themselves, show their keen knowledge of sports, their great
personality, and their
own style.”
Blake said the show
will mainly be testing the
contestants’ skills as an
anchor.

❒ ESPN, page 14

Leadership conference teaches skills to succeed
By ELISSA HOVLAND
A&E Editor

The 2003 leadership conference will be Oct. 25.
“It’s an opportunity for all students.
It
doesn’t
matter
if
they
are
involved in
an organization, or
whether
they are a
freshman
Knofla
or senior,”
said Angela Boser, assistant
director of leadership and organizations.
The
conference’s
title,

“Straight ‘A’s Won’t Get You the
Job,” is meant to stress that
students need to possess specific skills outside of academics
to succeed in the work force.
“We’re doing it for the students,” Boser said. “We want
them to take advantage of this
really valuable experience.”
The conference offers students the opportunity to work
with student leaders, learn
more about leadership opportunities on campus and in the
F-M area, and give students
time to build skills that will
help them in the future.
Keynote
speaker
Tracy
Knofla will lead the conference
and is looking forward to
meeting and working with the

students at MSUM.
“It’s going to be fun,” Knofla
said. “The day is going to slide
by, especially the opening session, it’s very interactive.”
Knofla has been speaking to
audiences for nearly 20 years
throughout the United States.
She received a bachelor’s and a
master’s degree in recreation
and leisure studies from
Southern Connecticut State
University, New Haven. She is a
featured presenter for and coowner of High Impact Training.
“This is an opportunity for students to see how the activities
they are involved in can help in
their future,” Knofla said.
She hopes the conference
will allow students to learn

more about themselves.
“This conference gives students the chance to learn how
to talk differently about the
skills they have, share what
they already know and learn
new skills in a non-threatening way,” Knofla said.
She will lead the conference;
speak about self-esteem, the
student leader, creativity; and
give closing remarks.
Other activities include presentations by Craig Ellingson
on academic service learning,
Peter Hartje and Dhidha
Timona on campus involvement, Cliff Schuette on the
seven habits of highly effective
people, Michael Redlinger on
delegation and Karen Mehnart-

Meland on leadership,
“We want to challenge all the
student organizations and
RAs to send a member from
their group or floor to attend
... and bring back the valuable
information to share with
other students,” Boser said.
Sponsored by the office of student activities, the president’s
office, MSUM alumni foundation and the student activity
budget committee, the conference is free and open to all
MSUM students.
Students must pre-register
by Wednesday at www.mn
state.edu/ctr4orgs/conference.
Hovland can be reached
at stargazingfish12@aol.com.
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Scorch participates in Dragon Fest
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JASON PROCHNOW/PHOTO EDITOR

THE

ecurity
Report

10.6 - 10.13

Vandalism of property
outside East Snarr.
Fire alarm in King.
Bicycle theft outside of
Grantham.
Theft in Holmquist.
Theft outside Nemzek.
Fire lane violation parking lot C.
Possible sexual assault
in East Snarr.
Theft in Nelson.
Liquor law violation outside South Snarr.
Fire lane violation
Nelson Circle.
Property vandalism parking lot S.
Medical emergency outside Nemzek.
Vandalism.
Fire alarm in Lommen.

Kohn critiques
fixation on scores
Scorch shows off his athletic skills by jousting with freshman John Thorson last Tuesday at
Dragon Fest. Pondering his decision to fight young Thorson, Scorch took on the challenge.
Dragon Fest was a day filled with activites, food, fun and information. University organizations
had the opportunity to recruit members and inform the campus about their missions.

D

ragons’
en 10.16-10.23

Organizational events
on campus

10.16
Christian Bible Fellowship Bible
studies, 7 p.m., CMU 207.
10.20
Public Relations Student Society
of America meeting, 2 p.m.,
mass communications office.
10.20
Stop the Hate, 6 p.m., CMU 208.
10.22
Residence Hall Association,
9:30 p.m., Kise line D.
10.22
2004 China Tour informational
meeting, 4 p.m., MacLean 274.
Get your organization listed
in the Dragons’ Den. Send us
the time, date and location of
your next event and watch
the people come rolling in.
advocate@mnstate.edu
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Press launches
two new books

Library seeks
book committee

New Rivers Press, newly
headquartered at MSUM, reentered the publishing world
with the release of three new
books last spring.
To celebrate the publication
of two additional new books
this fall, the press is hosting a
literary festival Wednesday and
Oct. 23.
The two new books being
released are:
Candace
Black’s
“The
Volunteer,” a collection of
poems from the Mankato,
Minn., author. She spent most
of her youth on U.S. Marine
Corps bases in California,
received an MFA from the
University of Montana and has
received a 1988 Loft Award
and a 1998 SASE/Jerome
Foundation Fellowship.
Edward Micus’s collection of
stories, “Landing Zones.” A
Vietnam vet, he’s an Iowa
native who earned an MFA
from
Minnesota
State
University Mankato, where he
teaches.
The two authors will read
from their books at 8 p.m. Oct
23, at King Auditorium, followed by a reception at the Red
Bear Tavern in Moorhead.
For more information, contact New Rivers Press at 4775870 or at nrp@mnstate.edu.
Its Web site is www.newrivers
press.com.

The library is looking for students, faculty and staff who
are interested in serving on a
new children’s book award
committee.
The committee will evaluate
picture books published in
2004 to select the best read
aloud picture book of the year.
If you are interested in serving on the committee and/or
for more information contact
Carol H. Sibley at 477-2347 or
e-mail sibley@mnstate.edu.

Have a story idea?
E-mail

E-mail

advocate@mnstate.edu
The
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Crisis center talk
Angela Bachman from the
Rape and Abuse Crisis Center
of Fargo-Moorhead will be
speaking on campus at 8 p.m.
Wednesday in CMU ballroom.
This CAB sponsored event is
free and open to the public.
Topics of the talk may
include sexual assault, date
rape, domestic violence, dating
violence, child abuse or sexual
harassment.

What’s going
on with you??
We need more
information on
upcoming events
and news

Alfie Kohn, one of the country’s most outspoken critics of
edcucation’s fixation on grades
and test scores, will present a
talk on “The deadly effects of
‘tougher standards’: challenging high-stakes testing and
other impediments to learning”
at 7 p.m. today (Thursday) in
Hansen Theatre.
The talk is open and free to
the public, and is a visiting
scholar lecture sponsored by
MSUM’s College of Education
and Human Services.

Ensemble concert
rescheduled
The MSUM wind ensemble
concert scheduled for Oct. 19
has been rescheduled for 3
p.m. Oct. 26 in the Glasrud
Auditorium.

ap

H

10.16-10.22
Happenings
and Events

10.16-10.17
Major Expo, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
CMU ballroom.
10.16
Homecoming 2003 royalty coronation/variety show, 7 to 9 p.m.,
Weld Auditorium.
10.17
Dragon Bash, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.,
CMU lounge.
10.17
Powder Puff football game, 6
p.m., Nemzek.
10.17
MSUM student film festival, 7
p.m., Glasrud Auditorium.
10.18
Homecoming parade, 12 p.m.,
circles MSUM campus.
10.18
Formal dance, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.,
CMU ballroom.

Lecture combines
engineering, history
David E. Nye, American
studies scholar and U.S. historian at Odense University in
Denmark, will deliver a lecture on “Electrifying the
American city” at 7 p.m.
Monday in CB 111.
The lecture will encompass
U.S. history, art history,
engineering and more. He will
discuss the introduction of
electrical power to American
cities and how electricity didn’t just affect urban development,
but
also
how
Americans lived their lives.
The event is free and open to
the public.

MSUM names interim
campus security director
Ferman Woodberry, former
assistant director of public
safety at St. Cloud State
University, has been named
interim director of campus
security at MSUM, replacing
Mike Pehler who retired last
month after 33 years with
the university.
Woodberry, originally from
Boston, earned a degree in
art at Gustavus Adolphus
College, St. Peter, Minn.,
and worked at that campus
for more than 12 years after
graduating, primarily as a
security guard and residence hall director.
After working at a friend’s
ceramic factory in Wisconsin
for two years, he became

advocate@mnstate.edu
The Advocate is published weekly during the
academic year, except during final examination
and vacation periods.
Opinions expressed in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college administration,
faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the editor
and your turn submissions. They should be
typed and must include the writer’s name, signature, address, phone number, year in school
or occupation and any affiliations. Letters are
due Monday at 5 p.m. and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130, dropped off at The Advocate
office in CMU Room 110 or e-mailed to us at:
advocate@mnstate.edu. The Advocate reserves
the right to edit letters and refuse publication of
letters omitting requested information. It does
not guarantee the publication of any letter.
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“Such a waste ... God ... I hate Nazis.”
The Advocate is prepared for publication by
Minnesota State University Moorhead students
and is printed by Davon Press, West Fargo,
N.D.
Copyright 2003, The Advocate.
The Advocate is always looking for talented
writers, photographers, columnists and illustrators. Meetings are held every Monday at 4:30
p.m. in CMU Room 207.
Contact the editor for more information or
come to the meetings. Students can also write
and work for The Advocate for credit.

Glenn Tornell Adviser
Alicia Strnad Editor

assistant
director
and security coordinator at St.
Cloud State
in
1998,
supervising
the
daily
operations Woodberry
of
the
patrol/communications
division of the campus public safety department.
He and his wife Eunice
have two children, both in
high school.
MSUM’s Campus Security
is staffed with 50 students
and three full-time officers
besides the director.

Advocate meetings
4:30 p.m. Mondays in CMU 207
Elissa Hovland Arts and Entertainment Editor
Brittany Pederson Copy Editor
Heidi Reule Copy Editor
Hayden Goethe Sports Editor
Jason Prochnow Photo Editor
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Casey Moen, Joseph Boushee, Barbie Porter,
Kesley Tweed, Ashley Thornberg, Kimberli
Johnson, Teresa Schafer, Cathy Bongers, Jarrod
Schoenecker, Jeremy Chura, Laurel Eide,
Shanthi Wilson, Alicia Underlee, Liz Haugen,
Dusty Deen, Mike Mattheis
Photographers: Pete Montecuollo, Katie
Myrmel, Jason Prochnow, Lizzie Stark
Illustrators: Carson Schuette, Matt Kaufenberg,
Peter Gulsvig, Wayne McConnell
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Neumaier family creates exhibit
in honor of mother, grandmother
By CATHY BONGERS

SUBMITTED
PHOTOS

Staff Writer

L

eonore Schwarz Neumaier’s life
as a woman, wife, mother, opera
singer, Jew and victim lives on
through an exhibit created by her
granddaughter
Diane
Leonore
Neumaier.
“A Voice Silenced” tells the story of
former
MSUM
president
John
Neumaier’s family during the Nazi
reign in Germany.
The exhibit is on display at the
Roland Dille Center for the Arts
Gallery through Oct. 29.
John Neumaier returned to MSUM,
where he was president from 1958 to
1968, to present a lecture on the exhibition last Thursday in Gaede Theatre
along with his daughter, Diane.
John’s mother, Leonore, was a wellknown opera singer in Frankfurt who
started her career at the height of
German opera.
She married Otto Neumaier in 1921
and gave up the opera upon the birth
of her son, Hans, who eventually
changed his name to John.
John was a teenager when the Nazis
came to power in Germany and was
present in Frankfurt the night of
Kristallnacht, a planned anti-Semitic
rampage throughout Germany when
Nazis burned synagogues,
destroyed Jewish shops, and
killed any Jews they saw on
the street.
As the Nazi party grew more
violent
against
Jews,
Neumaier and his father managed to escape to the U.S., but
complications with immigration regulations kept Leonore
in Germany.
Leonore was arrested by the
Gestapo in 1942 and taken to
the Majdanek death camp
where she was likely murdered
immediately after arriving.
“I was looking for her, writing her many letters,” said
Neumaier, in his lecture last
Thursday.
In 1946, Otto received a
notice from a Swiss warehouse
concerning several trunks that
had been left there by Leonore.
She had packed a legacy of
family heirlooms, recordings of
her voice, photographs and
opera posters.
“When my father left, he carried two suitcases with him,”
said Diane.
Diane used what was in the
trunks and what her father
carried over with him to create
“A Voice Silenced” by reproducing the photographs using
various methods.
“When your parents go
through something like the
Holocaust, the children go
through it, too,” said Diane,
an internationally exhibited
photographer and professor of
art at Mason Gross School of
Arts, Rutgers University in
New Brunswick, N.J.
“I chose not to show pictures
that show the camps. My
objective is to bring a more
personal story,” said Diane.
The exhibition contains 180
pieces, with a different
approach to each component

A VOICE SILENCED
Leonore Schwarz Neumaier
1889-1942

Leonore as
Ortrud
in
“Lohengrin.”

MSUM Art Gallery
Roland Dille Center for the Arts
Now through Oct. 29, 2003
Gallery hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday or
by appointment

Leonore Schwarz Neumaier as Carmen.

of the exhibit, including one section of
snapshots made from old negatives.
“I don’t like the term ‘Holocaust’
because it sounds like a kind of bad
weather condition, which implies that
certain historical events are inevitably
the result of natural phenomenon
rather than of political circumstances.”
“This way of thinking leads to the
mistaken conclusion that there can be
no possible alternative — that the situation is predestined,” Diane wrote on

one photograph of the Frankfurt
Opera House adorned with a Nazi
swastika.
After leaving MSUM, John Neumaier
was president of State University of
New York at New Paltz. MSUM’s
newest residence hall was named in
his honor.
A scholarship fund in honor of
L e o n o r e
S c h w a r z
Neumaier has

Hans (John) Neumaier sits between
parents, Otto and Leonore, in the
family’s music room. Taken in summer 1938, it’s the last photo of the
Neumaier family all together.

been established for voice music students. Contact Dennis Aune at the
MSUM Alumni Foundation to make a
donation.
The exhibit was financed by a donation from Ruth G. Landfield of Fargo.
Bongers can be reached
at bongerca@mnstate.edu.
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Advocate editorial board
Alicia Strnad
Editor

Sarah Olsonawski
Features Editor

Hayden Goethe
Sports Editor

Students given
opportunity
to live dream
Who doesn’t want to be a famous singer or an anchor
on “SportsCenter?” Not too many people would pass
up the opportunity.
Reality shows give local young people solid opportunity to compete at a national level. Talent is everywhere in the United States, especially in the FargoMoorhead area. But, the opportunity to “make it big”
isn’t always everywhere, especially here.
This is a college town, and students from the three
college campuses - MSUM, NDSU and Concordia
College - do come from around the world. Obviously,
the talent is here. We see it everyday in the students
who are extremely involved and make up our campus
lives. It’s only right that national opportunity should
come to the F-M area.
The local “American Idol” competitions have given
area singers a chance to share their talent and possibly become the next Kelly Clarkson, the first American
Idol, or Ruben Studdard, the second American Idol.
It’s inspiration for everyone that Clarkson was a waitress from a small town in Texas. She sang her way to
the top, receiving a record deal and has two No. 1 singles in a year. She was granted her wish of becoming
an American pop star. The Governor of Alabama gave
Ruben Studdard, from Birmingham, Ala., his own day.
How many people under the age of 25 can say any of
that has happened to them?
ESPN will give people from all walks of life a chance
to make it in the real world. Educated or not, if you
are a sports fan you can compete. Sports fans don’t
often get the opportunity to exercise their talents and
interests. The “SportsCenter” contest provides an outlet to everyone who dreams of being a sportscaster on
television.
Many of the contestants stress the importance of just
being lucky and fortunate enough to have the competition experience. Hollywood changes people in strange
ways. The hype, the money, the fame and all the winnings can change a person and more likely than not it
does.
The best part about taking local people and making
them into stars is they realize how hard they have to
work to get to the top. Most would never think in a
million years that it could be happening to them.
Without reality shows like “American Idol” or ESPN’s
“Dream Job,” none of the local hidden talents will get
a chance to sing in front of millions of people or give
the baseball highlights live on television.
Overall, the competitions are healthy and an unbelievable opportunity. Ask Shapeera Davis how the
opportunity has been for her. Also, wish her luck with
us. She’s representing all of us hidden stars.
Everyone needs a little help to get to the top. For
many of us, we’ll never make it. People say it’s not
what you know, but who you know. In this case it’s
not what you know, it’s can you win the local talent
competition. If so, you’re on your way to Hollywood.

The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily those of
the college administration, faculty or student body. The Advocate
encourages letters to the editor and Your Turn submissions. They
should be typed and must include the writer’s name, signature,
address, phone number, year is school or occupation and any
affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130, dropped off in The Advocate office or
e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Article on campus’ favorite
pizza was inaccurate, unfair
I am extremely disappointed in the article published in The Advocate last
week regarding MSUM
students preferring Papa
John’s pizza. The article
was inaccurate and based on a
minute sampling of students
whom, for all we know, consisted
of The Advocate staff, the writer
and his closest friends.
Fifty people on a campus with a
residential population of nearly
1,800 and a total student population of nearly 8,000 is by no
means a fair sampling. MSU
Moorhead’s
Residence
Hall
Association has conducted a Pizza
Taste Challenge during orientation
for the last two years for a reason:
to get an unbiased endorsement
for the campus’ favorite pizza.
There is only one pizza place
each year that can claim that
name fairly, and this year it is
Renelli’s. For The Advocate to
sample a handful of students and
get their opinions, as well as inaccurately report the facts of that
activity’s outcome is a laughable
piece of “reporting” and a slap in
the face to the efforts of RHA and
the outright winner: Renelli’s.
The fact is that MSUM’s favorite
pizza for 2003-2004 is Renelli’s

Letters

to the

Renelli’s Pizza. The HUGE
headline stating that any
other pizza place than
Renelli’s is our university’s
favorite is an unchangeable
event.
The only way to truly have your
error in judgment and reporting be
rectified would be having an
equally large headline reading
something like, “Renelli’s Really Is
Tops, and We Were Wrong About
That Other Place.” Maybe I wouldn’t feel so strongly had the article
appeared in the editorial section,
but as I recall (and I can’t review
because the Web site hasn’t been
updated and I’ve already recycled
my copy) it appeared on page three
as “News.”
I can’t help but question the allegiance of the Advocate writer who
contrived last week’s article and
wonder if he wasn’t paid off to
endorse an inferior pizza that was
missing out on their delivery quotas because they lost out to the
quality of Renelli’s – of course, I
am not stating that as fact, just
something we all should be pondering ... perhaps over a slice of
Renelli’s Pizza.

editor

Pizza. During orientation an unbiased, random group of freshmen
and student leaders sampled pizzas from local vendors and voted
strongly in favor of Renelli’s Pizza.
The year previous, Papa John’s
was voted our favorite. The randomly sampled group at the annual Pizza Taste Challenge consisted
of approximately 250 students
(five times more than the sample
conducted under unknown circumstances by The Advocate).
Additionally, the Pizza Taste
Challenge includes a true side-byside comparison of the pizza (I
doubt The Advocate offered that
opportunity to those people they
chose to survey).
The masthead of The Advocate
states it is “an award-winning
newspaper.” Based on last week’s
article, perhaps it should say, “a
sometimes lying, inaccurate and
unfair newspaper.”
Given that such an admission
would be foolish for any business,
I don’t see this as likely, but I do
believe an apology is owed to

Michael Wilde
Housing Area Director

Smoking ban means smelly bars
The Fargo City Commission has
been thinking about passing a
city ordinance that would prohibit smoking in all bars and restaurants. If the ordinance is passed,
Moorhead could easily follow suit
and thus the only area university
students will be smoking in is
outside and 30 feet from the
doors.
I do not smoke, but I do believe
that a majority of FargoMoorhead university students do
smoke. If you ever spent any
amount of time in the popular
area bars you will see that large
numbers of students enjoy being
in an indoor establishment where
they are allowed to smoke.
On many a late night an entire
bar can be filled with students
smoking, drinking, eating and
enjoying life without any adult
supervision. Henceforth it is safe
to say that a city-mandated
smoking cessation policy in bars
and restaurants would annoy
many students. However, I have
not heard much protest from student smokers.
I brought up the subject with
two of my friends – both of whom
smoke – and they were split on
the prohibition. One student feels
that smoking should be treated

Your turn
like
alcohol
was
during
Prohibition and the other student
felt that the ban was stupid. As a
result I’m not sure if the city ordinance is something that I would
support or not.
The pro-prohibitionist argument
is well matched. Non-smokers are
not fond of the second hand
smoke and get a certain sadistic
enjoyment out of watching smokers going outside when it’s 40
below. We have the public health
experts telling us that second
hand smoke will kill us before our
other bad habits do.
We have been told about the
problems that workers face
from being around secondhand
smoke. Thus the temptation of
non-smokers is to join with the
forces of the Christian mothers, downtrodden workers and
public health advocates in
supporting this prohibition
law. On the other hand, cities
that have passed similar ordinances find that the bars end
up smelling like vomit and
stale booze. The smell of vomit

would ruin the atmosphere in
any bar.
As the vomit smell drives students away, many will try and
recreate the bar experience by
having more loud and wild parties
in their place of residence. Many
laws that apply to bars will be
ignored when students decide to
recreate a ‘vomit-smelling free’
bar experience in their own
places of residence.
At these parties, students under
21 will be given access to alcohol.
City codes regarding noise, public
drunkenness, public urination,
littering and occupancy will be
routinely violated as well.
The Party Patrol will be back
with a vengeance. Police-student
relations will deteriorate to the
point where students will be in
rebellion over the fact that the
city laws have ensured that the
only place they are allowed to
party always smells like vomit.
The bottom line for University
smokers is this: Unless you are
willing to make your views heard
to elected city officials then your
days of smoking inside bars and
restaurants are numbered.
Edward TJ Brown
MSUM Senior
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Phone etiquette issues drive some insane
I have a lot of strange opinions
about a certain invention by
Alexander Graham Bell. It’s nothing
pers o n a l
against the
guy. I just
hate
his
one greatest accomplishment,
that’s all.
I’m here
to say that
KELLY
I hate the
HAGEN
telephone
and, in the
Opinion Editor
perfect
“I don’t trust
utopia I’ve
anything with an
created in
antenna and that
my head,
emits radio waves.”
no
one
would use
them. Here’s why.
Now, when I’m on the phone,
that usually means I’m at home
since, you know, it’s plugged into
a wall in my home. As such, I’m in
the place where I don’t want to be
bothered by the outside world. It’s
why I go there – my shelter from
the storm. I have television there,
I have a computer there, I have
stuff to drink there, like .... uh ...
cough syrup. So, those are the
things I want to concentrate on
while at home – television, com-

puter and cough syrup.
And, when somebody calls me, I
can’t concentrate on any of those
things. I have a one-track mind,
just like your typical male. I’m a
hunter. So, I can concentrate on
one thing for long periods of time,
and I do it well.
However, I can’t concentrate on
two things at the same time, I’ve
learned. I can’t do my homework
and watch television at the same
time. I can’t use my computer and
play the piano, mostly because I
don’t know how to play the piano.
I can’t drink cough syrup and
operate heavy machinery.
Therefore, when you call me at
home, I’m more than likely concentrating on something, and you
stand to ruin that.
I dislike cell phones slightly less
than home phones, which is good
because I’m one of the idiot masses who actually owns one of these
things. I just enjoy the freedom of
knowing that, should I suddenly
want to drive to McDonald’s during the middle of a long phone call
with a friend, I have the freedom
and accessibility to do just that.
There’s also the fact that some
great human being gave cell
phones the ability to play Muzakversions of just about every song
known to man as their ring tones.
As such, my new favorite hobby

“

Well, if the radio waves I
absorb into my head every
day don’t eventually kill me,
my phone anxieties will.

▼
is trying to collect the perfect,
individualized ring tones for every
person in my cell phone’s memory banks. If my good buddy Jay,
who likes all sorts of things from
the ’80s, should call me, I am
alerted by a ring tone that sounds
like the theme to “The A-Team.”
When my parents call me, my
phone rings with “Where Is My
Mind?” by the Pixies, because I
always forget to call them, and
the song reminds me that I forgot.
It’s so horribly exciting. Trust me.
One thing that troubles me
about cell phones is I figure I’m
going to end up with a matching
pair of cancerous tumors, one
above and to the left of the right
ear and one to the right-of-center
on my belt-line. I don’t trust anything with an antenna and that
emits radio waves.
Well, if the radio waves I absorb

into my head every day don’t
eventually kill me, my phone anxieties will. I have certain problems
with calling people that a lot of
you may suffer from, but I’ve
managed to exaggerate to comic
proportions. Want to hear about
them? Tough, here they are anyway.
It’s just that I don’t like to
impose on people or their time. I
sometimes want to call people
and ask them important questions, but I know how busy people’s lives are these days. They
must have more important things
to do with their time than to
waste it talking to me.
This isn’t a signal for lack of
self-esteem on my part. I oftentimes take calls from people when
I have better things to do than
talk to them, and I just don’t want
to be that person to someone else.
So, it usually takes me a good
20 minutes of pacing back-andforth, working up the nerve to
brave the possibility of interrupting some poor soul’s life long
enough for me to ask the person a
question. I’m kidding about the
whole 20 minute-thing, of course.
It’s probably closer to an hourand-a-half.
Many times, I just put calls off
indefinitely. Call them tomorrow.
It’ll be easier. When tomorrow

comes, I put it off until next week.
So, my poor grandma never got
her phone call on her last birthday, and I feel bad about that.
For whatever the reason, I’m
pretty good at answering the
phone, though. There are some
people who screen their phone
calls, or just don’t answer their
phones. And, I hate them,
because they only add to my insecurities about calling other people. Therefore, I don’t want the
few people who are actually brave
enough to call me to feel like I’m
avoiding them. So, if you call me
while I’m available, I’m pretty
much guaranteed to answer the
phone.
For that same reason, I’m pretty
good at returning phone calls. If
somebody has gone out of their
way, perhaps pacing for nearly
two hours beforehand to work up
the nerve to call me, I figure I
should probably return that call
as the good human being that I
am.
Right about now, about 15 people I know think that I wrote this
column as a way of subtly slamming them for not returning my
phone calls.
And, maybe it is.
Hagen can be reached
at wonderful_lie@hotmail.com.

Does homecoming really mean we’re coming home?
Looking around campus, I
notice that it’s that time again –
homecoming. I have never understood the
meaning of
the word
‘homecoming.’
I
m e a n ,
yeah, I get
y o u ’ r e
c o m i n g
home to a
SAMANTHA place, but
r e a l l y ,
MILLER
when you
Columnist
t h i n k
about it, is
“I have never
M S U M
understood the
y o u r
meaning of the word
home?
‘homecoming.’”
To
furt h e r
explore this, I looked up the word
homecoming in a dictionary.
Homecoming is defined as “the

return of a group of people usually on a special occasion to a place
formerly frequented or regarded
as home and especially an annual celebration for alumni at a college or university.” All right. That
clears things up a bit. The definition of the celebration going on
here is given, but it doesn’t
explain why we call it that. But
wait – the place people are coming
home to is regarded as home?
Again, is MSUM your home?
Let’s define home for a second.
Of course, there are many definitions of home. Some of them vary
from the typical “a place of one’s
residence” to the “place of one’s
origin” to “a familiar or usual setting.”
Hmm. Obviously some people
live on campus, thus MSUM
would be their home. As far as I
know, no one was born on campus, so it’s not quite the origin. It
is, however, a familiar setting for

“

Just because they were
born in a certain town doesn’t
make it their home. By
definition it does, but can
you let a dictionary define
what is your home?

▼
nine or so months of the year.
That narrows things down a bit.
But what about the people living
off campus?
Now we need to stop and think.
What makes your home a home?
For some people, a definition of
home just doesn’t work. Just
because they were born in a certain town doesn’t make it their
home. By definition it does, but
can you let a dictionary define

what is your home? If you were
born in New York City, but moved
shortly after you were born to
Moorhead, you wouldn’t consider
New York to be your home. What
about the people who moved
around several times while growing up? If they never stayed in one
location long enough for it to
become familiar, then what is
their home?
I guess I’m lucky, having lived in
Fargo my entire life, in the respect
that I’ve got a place I feel comfortable calling home, not in the
respect of living in Fargo my
whole life. But that’s a whole
other story.
Each person, then, must recognize and define what they feel is
home. We can’t take the word
homecoming in a literal sense, in
that you are coming home. You
are returning to a place that you
have frequently visited for a special occasion. Yes, you may now

think of going to class as a special
occasion.
But I think homecoming will
mean more to you once you’ve
graduated. Because then MSUM
does become more of your home,
in an educational sense. It is the
place of origin for your career. It is
the place of origin where you went
from a high school graduate to an
“adult.” It becomes a familiar setting because while you remembered it from how it was when you
attended class, or didn’t attend
class, or what have you, it’s not
100 percent clear in your mind.
All right. Having looked at it
from this perspective, things
going on this week seem to make
a little more sense. So for those
alumni who are coming back to
their home here at MSUM, welcome home.
Miller can be reached
at lefty_smiller@hotmail.com.
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MSUM’s Fuego Tropicál spices up
the Fargo-Moorhead Symphony
By ELISSA HOVLAND
A&E Editor

By KELLY VESEL

MSUM now has its very own steelband and salsa ensemble called
Fuego Tropicál.
With the help of a Center for
Teaching and Learning (CTL)
“Learning that Lasts” grant The
program was created in part to promote multiculturalism in the FargoMoorhead area and also to serve as
a tool for MSUM recruitment.
The grant also assisted in supplying the steel drums and other instruments used during rehearsals
and performances.
Assembled this fall by Kenyon
Williams, the band is actually two
ensembles: the first plays the steel
drums native to Trinidad, the second adds horns to salsa music and
the group even features a Spanishspeaking vocalist.
“It’s a very interesting mix,” said
SUBMITTED PHOTO
Williams. “They are two very disFuego
Tropicál
is
scheduled
to
perform
with
the
F-M
Symphony
on
Friday
and
Saturday.
tinct types of music.” Williams studied in Cuba and Trinidad and lends
his knowledge of the very unique
tory that a student instrumental ensem- Fuego Tropicál on two Latin American
music of the Caribbean and how to play ble has ever played with the F-M pieces and the salsa ensemble will perthe instruments native to the islands.
Symphony and Williams and his stu- form after the concert in the lobby.
The students have spent the past se- dents are looking forward to the event.
The concert is scheduled for 7 p.m.
mester learning how to play the new in“This should be a special treat,” Friday and Saturday in Reineke Hall at
struments and will show off their newly Williams said, “The drums have a big NDSU.
acquired skills at their very first perfor- sound and it’s a high energy, dance type
mance alongside the Fargo-Moorhead of music.”
Hovland can be reached
Symphony. This is the first time in hisat stargazingfish12@aol.com.
The F-M Symphony will be joined by

DeGraw finds meaning in his ‘Chariot’
By ELISSA HOVLAND
A&E Editor

Gavin DeGraw delivers an honest, emotion-filled collection of songs on his new
album “Chariot.” His charisma and ability to connect with audiences has a lasting impression and brings listeners back
to his songs time and time again.
DeGraw began his music career early
on, playing the piano and singing at the
age of 8. Growing up in a musical family
DeGraw was encouraged to pursue his
love of music. He performed with his
older brother Joey in many cover bands
during his teen years and through his
brother’s support, DeGraw began to
write his own songs.
He attended Ithaca College in New York
on a music scholarship for one semester
before dropping out and moving to
Boston where he continued to pursue his
music education at the Berklee College of
Music. DeGraw performed with a band
and also sang solo while attending
school. After finding college too confining
he left and returned home to the Catskill
Mountain region of New York.
Manhattan attracted his attention in
1998 and after gaining some recognition,
DeGraw performed at an open mic night
at a noted club and was instantly taken
in by club owner Debbie Wilson. Wilson
became DeGraw’s manager and he soon
was offered a record deal from Warner

311 storms
the Fargo
Civic Center

Chappell. He declined
with the sole intent of
improving his writing
and performing skills.
Later
on
Warner
Chappell
helped
DeGraw release a
small six-song album,
entitled Gavin Live.
In 2002, DeGraw
signed with J records
and began working on
his newly released
“Chariot.” With the
help
of
longtime
bassist Alvin Moody,
drummer
Joey
Waronker from Beck,
guitarist Michael Ward
from the Wallflowers
DeGraw worked in Los
Angeles’
famous
Sunset Sound studio.
DeGraw’s title track
paints a vivid picture
of nature’s beauty
with lyrics like, “Rain
made mirrors of the earth / the sun was
just yellow energy. / There is a living
promised land / even over fields of sand.”
Coupled with an upbeat piano scheme,
the song leaves a positive, uplifting feeling.
He even finds a positive spin to discovering that his significant other was
cheating on him in “Just Friends.”
DeGraw plays both the piano and keyboard on all his tracks and each song is
filled with raw emotion. His hope-filled
honesty is conveyed through his open
lyrics. “But you were just friends / at
least that’s what you said. / Now I know
better from his fingers in your hair, / I’ll
forgive you for what you’ve done if you
say that I’m the one.” The music is a
combination of grim sadness growing
more positive as he gains acceptance towards the betrayal.
His track “I Don’t Want To Be” is a lyrical wonder with amazing self-expression.
DeGraw takes life head-on, telling the
world what he doesn’t want to become

Staff Writer

You want a little funk with your rock ...
or maybe a little hip-hop with your funk
... or how about an overall reggae twist to
your music? If you can’t make up your
mind, one concert may help you out.
311, the funk-rock hybrid quintet out
of Nebraska, will be performing at the
Fargo Civic Center Monday. Tickets cost
$29.50 and are available through
TicketMaster. The doors will open
around 7:30 p.m.
Alien Ant Farm, who may be remembered for their one-hit-wonder, the remake of the Michael Jackson song
“Smooth Criminal,” will be headlining for
the band.
This tour is to promote 311’s 7th studio
album, “Evolver,” which came to stores
in July. Radio fans are probably fairly familiar with the much over-played and
heaviest song on their album “Creatures
(For A While).” Yet, they won’t be disapointed with the rest, getting a variety of
taste from a more harmony-driven song
like “Beyond the Gray Sky,” or the punkish/reggae vocal sounds of “Reconsider
Everything.” Hopefully they will also be
playing quite a bit from their older albums such as the self-titled blue album
or “Grassroots.”
311 has played with a wide variety of
artists, from Public Enemy to Kiss, to
Lenny Kravitz and the Red Hot Chili
Peppers. Last year they toured with
Jay-Z , Hoobastank, and Nappy Roots.
311 became commercially popular with
the hit single “Down,” which was released in 1995 and given heavy rotation
on MTV. Currently, they have sold more
than 7 million albums.
The name 311 comes from the Omaha
police code for indecent exposure. It’s
now the nationwide phone number for
non-emergency police service.
Vesel can be reached
at veselke@mnstate.edu.

Koresh Dance
Company visits
MSUM

and how he is working on accepting himself. “I don’t want to be anything other
than what I’ve been trying to be lately, /
all I have to do is think of me and I have
peace of mind.”
His voice is rough and his honesty is
what really pulls listeners in, his ability
to reach out to audiences with his lyrics
makes him that much more talented.
“Chariot” is an amazing compilation of
lyrical talent and musical wonder. Gavin
DeGraw has a beautiful talent of connecting with his listeners and his honesty and emotion makes him a rarity
among the performers of today.
“Chariot” is recommended for everyone,
give DeGraw a chance to ride into your
heart and fill your world with beautiful
sound.
Hovland can be reached
at stargazingfish12@aol.com

Five flames
for
“Chariot”

The
Cheryl
Nelson Lossett
Performing
Arts Series is
featuring the
Koresh Dance
Company.
Founded by
Israeli-born
choreographer
Ronen Koresh
in 1991, the
Koresh Dance
Company has
a mix of modern dance, jazz
and ballet.
Combining these three types of dance,
the troupe puts on a performance meant
to entertain audiences of all ages.
The Philadelphia-based dance troupe
will perform at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in
Hanson Theatre.
The troupe will also offer a master class
for dance students on Monday and a
demonstration for elementary students
on Wednesday.
The performance is open to everyone.
Ticket prices range from $12 to $22, for
more information call the MSUM theater
box office at 477-2271.

10-16-03

Cinethusiasts offer outlet into film world
Staff Writer

Lights out, cameras rolling. This
Friday, Cinethusiasts will have their
first
Film MSUM, at 7 p.m. in
Glasrud Auditorium.
This is a chance for people to see the
kind of film projects done within the
past year by students in the 8mm
class, digital video class and the
16mm class.
According to Webster, “cinethusiast”
is not a word. So what does it mean?
It’s simply a person who is enthusiastic about film.
For anyone who enjoys watching
movies, the Cinethusiasts Film Club
is the place for you. “Basically if you
like movies or have anything to do
with movies you should be in the
club,” said Stephanie Dimmick, executive board member.
Started in Spring 2003, the club has
40 members, but as with any club,
they hope to see the number of members increase. Any Tri-College student or faculty member can join.
There’s no weird initiation rituals in-

volved, all you have to do is show up
to the meetings.
In its first official year, the
Cinethusiasts have set out to do
what they were going to do: bring
people together to watch movies. So
far this year, the outdoor screening of
“Animal House” was moved inside to
Glasrud Auditorium, due to weather.
They also screened “Jaws.”
Along with watching films, they also
talk about making films and try to
bring in filmmakers from all
over—the most recent American
Indian filmmaker, Chris Eyre.
“There are lots of activities, it’s fun,
you get to network with other students about filmmaking and go to
movies together,” said film major,
Allison Brown.
Meetings are held every other
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in Glasrud
Auditorium.
Interested students should be present at the next meeting on
Wednesday.

Hot Wax
TOP 30 REQUESTS
FROM KMSC
1 RAPTURE

Echoes

2 RAVEONETTES

Chain Gang Of Love

3 STRIKE ANYWHERE

Exit English

4 DRESSY BESSY

Dressy Bessy

5 KMFDM

WWIII

6 MARK MALLMAN

Live ...

7 LOVELIES

White Leather

8 PRETTY GIRLS ...

The New Romance

9 MY MORNING JACKET

It Still Moves

10 DAVID BOWIE

Reality

11 DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE Transatlanticism
12 DIVORCE

There Will Be ...

13 WEAKERTHANS

Reconstruction Site

14 BIFFY CLYRO

The Vertigo ...

15 TO MY SURPRISE

To My Surprise

16 BELLE AND SEBASTIAN
17 ORANGER

Reule can be reached
at blueeyegrrl@aol.com.

Dear ...
Shutdown ...

18 APOLLO SUNSHINE

Katonah

19 BEULAH

Yoko

20 HEY MERCEDES

Loses Control

21 BLACK REBEL ...

Take Them On ...

22 MELISMATICS

New Infection

23 GUIDED BY VOICES

Earthquake Glue

24 DAREDIABLO

Feeding Frenzy

25 BETH GIBBONS ...

Out Of Season

26 FIRE THEFT

The Fire Theft

27 SPIRITUALIZED

Amazing Grace

28 COHEED AND CAMBRIA
29 MATES OF STATE

In Keeping ...
Team Boo

30 BLOODY HOLLIES

Fire At Will

BAR

SIDE

By HEIDI REULE

Fargo-Moorhead
events
and
performances

10.16-11.17
“Stargazers” will be featured at
the Planetarium. Shows start at 2
p.m. Sundays and 7 p.m.
Mondays. General admission is
$3 and $1.50 for students.

10.18
Grifftown presents Music To Me!
a CD release and hip hop show.
Doors open at 8 p.m., the show
begins at 9 p.m. at the
Playmakers Pavillion, 2525 9th
Ave. SW Fargo, $8 at the door.

*Rescheduled Event*
10.19 to 10.26
MSUM wind ensemble concert
has been rescheduled from Oct.
19. The new performance is at 3
p.m. Oct. 26 in the Glasrud
Auditorium. The event is open
to everyone and admission is
free.
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Now Hiring a Graphic Designer!
Call 477-2552 for more information.
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IN THE CROSSHAIRS: JOE LYNCH

Working class Joe
Overlooked cross country runner trains hard, runs well

Wilkinson

By HAYDEN GOETHE

Ross

Sports Editor

The MSUM women’s soccer
lost to Concordia College Oct. 8
1-0, but defeated Bemidji (Minn.)
State University 2-0. DaLee
Wilkinson stopped all eight
shots she faced in preserving
the shutout. Sophomore
Maureen Ross and freshman
Megan Dapisa scored MSUM’s
goals.
MSUM’s junior Rachel Riopel
snagged 1st-place in the 50-yard
backstroke, highlighting action
at the Mankato (Minn.)
Pentathlon Saturday. The
Dragons dropped their dual with
Mankato Friday 137-100 and finished 3rd at the Pentathlon.
MSUM senior wide receiver
Chad Davison caught four
passes Saturday to make him
the third player in Dragons history to catch 100 receptions in his
career. The Dragons’ record is
123, and Davison has five
games left to catch that total.
Notes by Hayden Goethe/
sports editor and
MSUM athletic Web site

TRIVIA
1. Former Vikings head coach
Bud Grant had how many 10-win
seasons in his career?
2. What current Timberwolves
player is known as “The Mayor”?
3. Who is the only returning
starter on this year’s MSUM
men’s basketball team?

Joe Lynch came to MSUM
two years ago not recruited by
the school to run cross country. Since his freshman year,
Lynch, now a junior, has been
among the top Dragon finishers in nearly every race.
“He’s a very hard worker,”
MSUM assistant cross country coach Tim McLagan said.
“His work ethic has really
improved.”
The Dragons are off this
weekend in preparation for
the NSIC Championships Oct.
25. Lynch, along with freshman Dane Moreland, is
expected to the lead the
Dragons
next
weekend.
University of MinnesotaDuluth, the host of the championships, is considered the
favorite.
“Joe and Dane are confident
they’ll break up their (Minn.Duluth’s) top five guys,”
McLagan said.
L ynch finished 24th at
Saturday’s
Pine
Hill
Invitational in Duluth, and
nabbed 9th-place at the
MSUM Invitational Oct. 3. In
2001, as a freshman, Lynch
won the Cobber Invitational.
He takes it up a notch for
the big races, according to
teammate Brandon Beaudry.
“He normally steps it up in
conference,” Beaudry said.
“We don’t really worry about
him in the important races.”
Lynch has been gunning for
the Bulldogs of Minn.-Duluth
all season, and is looking forward to one last chance at
topping them. Minn.-Duluth

is moving to the North Central
Conference following this season.
“We want to catch Duluth,”
Lynch said. “They’re annoying. They’re cocky. Plus,
they’re good.”
Joe L ynch chose MSUM
due, in part, to former high
school
teammate
Trevor
Vossen. Lynch and Vossen
attended
St.
MichaelAlbertville
High
School
together and ran track together.
Vossen, who graduated in
the spring of 2003, convinced
Lynch to give the Dragons a
shot, even though they had
done little to recruit him.
“I didn’t visit anywhere else,”
Lynch said.
L ynch and Vossen were
roommates until Vossen graduated. L ynch felt Vossen’s
absence immediately this
year.
“It was weird with him not
being at that first meet,”
Lynch said.
L ynch has made a new
friend in Moreland, though.
Moreland’s effectiveness as a
freshman is reminiscent of
Lynch’s first year at MSUM.
“He’s helped me out with
training,” L ynch said. “He
pushes me in practice.”
Coach McLagan is most
impressed
with
L ynch’s
improvement as a teammate.
Lynch has stepped up in the
clubhouse as the team’s unofficial captain.
“He’s always been a good listener,” McLagan said. “He’s
become a good leader.”
His teammates feed off his
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Joe Lynch running at the MSUM Invitational in Glyndon, Minn. He
finished 9th in the Dragons’ host meet.

Answers:
1: Seven (1969-1971, 1973-1976)
2: Fred Hoiberg.
3: Eric Prchal

FOOTBALL

Larson’s running tosses Waldorf College
By DUSTIN MONKE
Staff Writer

MSUM’s injury woes have been clearing up as of late and it showed in a 44-0
rout of non-conference opponent
Waldorf College, Forest City, Iowa,
Saturday.
But it was two backup fullbacks that
propelled the Dragons (2-4, 1-2 NSIC) to
a win. Junior Ryan Larson and freshman Jesse Lhotka combined to carry the
ball 31 times for 269 of the Dragons 347
rushing yards
Larson led the charge with a schoolrecord tying five touchdown runs and a
career-high 172 yards on 18 carries.
Lhotka had 13 carries for 97 yards.
“The line blocked really well,” MSUM
head coach Ralph Micheli said. “When
nobody hits you for 10 yards, you’re
doing something well.”
Larson agreed with his coach.
“I have to give a lot of credit to the
offensive line,” Larson said. “The field
just looked wide open.”
Larson put three touchdowns on the
board in the first quarter and the
Dragons never looked back.
Senior quarterback Jon Frykman hit
senior wide receiver Chad Davison for a

14-yard touchdown pass in the first second half as Larson rushed for two
quarter. MSUM took a 28-0 lead before more touchdowns in the third quarter, on
the first half was over.
runs of 34 and 13 yards, respectively.
Frykman was 8-for-12 for 159 yards
“The rushing game has been a little
and Davison led the Dragons in receiving below average,” Larson said. “This week
with four receptions for 82 yards.
we got it back on track. I hope we can
“Anytime we can move the ball on the keep it that way for the rest of the seaground, the passing attack is going to be son.”
better,” Micheli said.
Larson joins alumni
Frykman reaped the
Mike Quirk and Randy
benefits of facing a
Sullivan as the only
defense gunning for the
three Dragons to score
run.
five touchdowns in a
The line blocked really
“They put so many in
single game. The trio
well. When nobody hits
the box,” Frykman said
also holds the singleyou for 10 yards, you’re
of the Warriors defengame
points-scoring
doing something well.
sive strategy.
record with 30 points.
Ralph Micheli
MSUM gained 506
Davison made a little
MSUM football coach
total yards on offense,
history, as well. Davison
the most yards the
became the third receivoffense has put up this
er in Dragon history
year.
with 100 career catches.
Defensively the Dragons limited the
Senior running back Cody Wang
Warriors to only 170 total yards, a sta- returned from an injury after a two-week
tistic not limited to the starters alone. rest and finished the game with 36 yards
Most of the second-string was in for the on six carries.
starters midway through the third quarThe shutout was the Dragons’ first
ter.
since 2000, when they defeated Wayne
“We played everyone we brought with (Neb.) State College 10-0 and University
us,” Micheli said.
of Minnesota-Morris 28-0.
The ground game stayed efficient in the
The Dragons return to conference

“

action this weekend as they take on conference stronghold Winona (Minn.) State
University.
The Warriors (6-1, 3-1 NSIC) are
ranked No. 18 in the nation and boast a
Harlon Hill candidate in senior running
back Kevin Curtin. The Harlon Hill
Trophy is given to the top player in
Division II football, as selected by the
156 sports information directors in
Division II.
“He’s one of the top (running backs) in
the nation,” Frykman said.
Curtin is six yards away from becoming
Winona State’s all-time leading rusher.
Curtin has a career total of 3,545 yards
and needs only 24 yards to become the
school’s all-purpose yards career leader.
“He’s really quick,” said junior inside
linebacker Brian Ferris. “We’re going to
have to get on him.”
Winona State beat Bemidji (Minn.)
State University Saturday 40-14 to push
its record to 6-1 overall, and 3-1 in conference play.
The Dragons host Winona State at
Nemzek Field Saturday at 1 p.m. The
game is MSUM’s homecoming match.
Monke can be reached
at dustin_monke@hotmail.com.
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IN THE CROSSHAIRS: ANNIE MEIDL

Meidl leaves impression on course, with coaches
By BARBIE PORTER
Staff Writer

SUBMITTED PHOTO

Annie Meidl, shown here, paced the Dragons to a 3rd
place finish at the NSIC Championships.

WOMEN’S GOLF SCHEDULE
A look at how Meidl and the Dragons
did at each meet in the 2003 season

Team’s schedule
Team
Concordia Invitational.....
7th
Bison/Dragon Invite........
3rd
SW Minn. State Invite.....
9th
NDSU/MSUM Quad.......
2nd
NSIC Championships.....
3rd

Meidl
11th (tie)
9th
21st (tie)
1st
9th

In southern Minnesota, the
town of Sleepy Eye is a modest
mark on the map.
This is where Annie Meidl’s passion for golf was ignited.
In seventh grade a close friend
wanted to give golf a try. Meidl
was easily convinced to share in
the sporting experience. The
same year, Meidl got her one and
only, hole-in-one.
Mentors of the golf game came
to Meidl early in her career.
“My brother has done a lot,”
Meidl said. “I can forever try to be
as good as he is at the putting
game. My high school coach also
had a big influence on me, teaching me how to be competitive.”
Upon graduating in a class of
56 students, Meidl found herself
looking toward her future. After
speaking with coach Tracie
Bents, she made her decision.
“Tracie’s so nice,” Meidl said.
“She really talked me into coming
here because she made it sound
so fun.”
Bents clearly recalls the day
she met Meidl.
“I met Annie and her mother at
a golf course,” Bents said. “I
watched her hit and was very
impressed. Her swing was amazing. It’s slow and smooth. Her
tempo is perfect and has a complete follow through. As I’ve gotten to know Annie over the past
two years, I’ve seen she’s genuinely friendly, yet quiet. A quiet
dedication that tells me she cares
about her image which she rep-

resents for the school and team. teammates improve their golf
I’m shocked she stays with us skills.
and pray dearly she never leaves
“Annie supports you regardless
us.”
of how you do,” MSUM golfer
Meidl
helped
the
MSUM Amber Raisanen said. “She’s
women’s golf team earn a 3rd always positive and makes it fun
place ranking this year. Meidl to be around her. She hits so
also finished atop the field in the incredibly far. The only thing
NDSU/MSUM Quadrangular at holding her back is her putting
the
Moorhead
game.”
Country
Club
Meidl has strugSept. 28.
gled with the art
“A lot of the
of putting, but her
time when you’re
improvement has
I watched her hit and
playing
really
been noted by her
was very impressed. Her
well, everything
toughest
critic:
swing was amazing.
comes together,”
herself.
Meidl said. “Your
“I’ve made some
Tracie Bents
drive
will
go
changes in my
MSUM women’s golf coach
down the fairway
grip
this
last
and you get it on
spring, which has
or around the
helped,”
Meidl
green on your next shot. It makes said. “A lot of it is the mental
two putt pars easier and less aspect, you have to have confistressful, but it doesn’t always dence in the putt.”
happen that way.”
As the frost leaves the greens
Meidl found herself in a stress- rigid, Meidl prepares for a winter
ful situation during a meet last without golf.
season. Meidl’s ball landed
“I’ll probably do some weight
between trees that loom like thick training in the winter so I can
forests along the fairway. With get started in the spring again,”
her coach by her side, Meidl tried Meidl said. “Golf is such a short
chipping her way out. With her compact season where we’re
next swing the ball hit a tree, only really busy and then...
this time landing awkwardly.
During a short pause, it’s as if
Switching her stance from right- Meidl
has
suddenly
been
to left-handed, Meidl chipped her reminded of a friend that is partway to a triple bogey.
ing ways for the cold months
Bents attributes Meidl’s ability ahead.
to handle adverse situations to
“In the winter I usually have
her strong mental aptitude.
huge cravings to play golf,” Meidl
“Annie doesn’t get upset,” Bents said. “I get a competitive itch.”
said. “That helps her stay
involved with the game.”
Porter can be reached
Meidl’s presence has helped her
at porterba@mnstate.edu.

VOLLEYBALL

❒ LYNCH, from 12

White, Boulton spark split
By CASEY MOEN
Staff Writer

The Dragon women continued their road
stretch with a strong weekend of play.
With their win over Winona State (Minn.)
University Friday 3-2 (31-29, 27-30, 28-30, 3024, 15-7), the Dragons notched their 10th win,
already equaling last season’s total. The
Dragons finished their four-game conference
road stretch with a loss Saturday to first place
Concordia University, St. Paul 3-0 (30-26, 3023, 30-15).
The Dragons weathered an
injury to sophomore outside/middle hitter Diana
Dykema and subsequent
lineup changes to knock off
Winona State Friday. After
winning the first game 31-29,
the Dragons dropped the
next two by a combined five
points. The Dragons were Kolbow
facing a loss and Dykema’s shoulder was
beginning to give her problems so head coach
Tammy Blake-Kath decided to make some
changes.
“I switched to a ball control lineup,” BlakeKath said. “The lineup clicked. They were playing with a lot of energy.”
The lineup change included the additions of
freshmen outside hitters Jesseca White and
Jenna Boulton. Boulton ended with a teamhigh 18 digs and a career-high 15 kills. White
was among four Dragons to record at least 12
digs against Winona State.
Senior middle hitter Courtney Syvertsen also
supplied 15 kills and six blocks, while senior
Val Wolf had 11 kills and six blocks.
The Dragons needed five games to beat
Winona State (9-16, 2-5 NSIC) and all five were
fiercely contested.
“We were tied 25-25 in the first game and 2222 in the second,” Blake-Kath said. The
Dragons collected a season-high 89 digs on
defense and relied heavily on the freshmen to
produce.
“We have a lot of depth so that’s a plus.
Without that depth we may not have won the

“

game,” Blake-Kath said.
The Dragons lost three straight matches to
Concordia-St. Paul (18-1, 7-0), but they played
well and left prepared for the tough schedule
ahead of them.
White led the team with 11 kills and junior
setter Susan Kolbow’s 26 assists gave her 75 in
two games.
“The last few years, it’s always seemed like a
good match,” Kolbow said. “It’s a fun match
because there are a lot of people on the team
from the cities so we have a good crowd as well
as them. I enjoy playing them every year.”
Kolbow is very impressed with the defense
and its stingy play thus far. Kolbow recorded a
season-high 17 digs Friday.
“Our defense has been great right away from
the start,” Kolbow said. “It’s so nice to have the
defense there. Teams like Concordia have big
hits and if we’re digging them up it gets discouraging. I hope that our defense keeps on
going strong for us.”
Dykema saw limited action Saturday against
Concordia-St. Paul and her status is unknown
for this week’s home games against North
Dakota State University and the University of
Minnesota-Duluth. The absence of Dykema
would be a huge loss as she is a huge part of
the Dragon attack. Her 182 kills are third on
the team and just three shy of her total for all
of last season.
The loss to Concordia-St. Paul, currently
ranked 20th in the nation, marked the fourth
time this season that the Dragons have followed a Friday win with a Saturday loss.
“I’d rather play Concordia going into the
NDSU game instead of a weaker team,” BlakeKath said.
MSUM faces off against 9th-ranked NDSU
(16-6, 6-1 North Central Conference) Thursday
at 7 p.m. and 11th-ranked Minnesota-Duluth
(17-2, 5-1 NSIC) at 4 p.m. Saturday. The
Dragons lost to NDSU 3-0 last season and the
Bison lead the series 48-11 all-time.
“We just have to stay focused on taking it one
game at a time,” Blake-Kath said.

personality and his mentality.
In turn, what drives him, drives the team.
“He just brings a lot of energy to the team,” Beaudry said.
Lynch is scheduled to graduate on time in the spring of
2005. He’s an exercise science major, with a minor in
coaching.”
He isn’t sure where his
future will take him after
graduation.

“I would like to end up in the
(Twin) Cities,” Lynch said.
There’s a lot of time until
then, though, and with the
conference meet forthcoming,
L ynch is focusing on the
immediate future.
“I think I got at least a couple good years left in me,”
Lynch said.
Goethe can be reached
at goetheha@mnstate.edu.
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Moen can be reached
at caseymoen@hotmail.com.

Joe Lynch, seen here at the MSUM Invitational Oct. 3, looks to
return to Regionals for the second-straight season.
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❒ ESPN, from front
“It’s a challenge to America
to see who can actually be on
SportsCenter,” Blake said.
So far, Blake said people
from all walks of life have
tried out, from college students and FBI agents, to
nuclear power plant operators
and Victoria’s Secret saleswomen.
“We’re giving everyone a
shot,” Blake said.
Anyone can audition for the
show, Blake said, as long as
they are not a paid, on-air or
print media professional.
Auditions are from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. Saturday but Blake
said contestants might want
to get to the Old Broadway
early. “The earliest average
arrival time is about 4:30
a.m.,” he said.
Monke can be reached
at dustin_monke@hotmail.com.
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Help Wanted
Ideal job for students doing light
commercial cleaning in office
settings. Must be able to work
Monday through Friday, early
evenings with every weekend
off. Shifts vary from two to five
hours per day. Apply in person at
3431 4th Ave. S., Suite C.
Beauty comes in all shapes and
sizes. Yes, that’s right ALL sizes.
Ultimate Models of Fargo is now
scouting for fresh faces with a
can-do attitude who are ready to
show the fashion and entertainment world what they can do. If
you’ve thought about modeling
and didn’t think you fit the mold,
think again! Call today! 701-7291995.
Red River Human Services
Foundation is looking for people
who are interested in assisting
individuals with developmental
disabilities to meet their goals
and realize their accomplishments. If this sounds rewarding,
our programs are the place for
you. We are looking for people
at least 18 years of age who
have a high school diploma. We
have numerous part-time positions available, including every
other weekend and overnights.
We have positions open in both
the Svee group home and the
ISLA program. If interested,
please apply at Red River
Human Services Foundation,
1104 2nd Ave. S., Fargo, or call
Jana at 237-6365.
Need college girl to live in private home. Pay your way
through college and gain excellent work experience with this
great job. Room, board and
$150/month. 237-3959

CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent

Other

“Fall” into Carlton. Impressive
eff., 1, 2, 3 bd. Heat paid,
garage, balcony and more! Ask
about our “Hurry Back” special!
carlton@goldmark.com or 2813928 EHO.
Large 3 bd. 1/2 block from
MSUM, heat paid, new carpet,
laundry, garages. $600. Call
238-0081.
Two bedroom. Security, quiet, no
parties! Heat/water paid, a/c,
miniblinds, ceiling fans, new carpeting, no pets. Accommodates
two. Certified Crime-Drug FREE
Housing, OFF STREET
assigned parking with plug-ins.
Lease, references, deposit
required. 218-346-6584 or 701238-4542

Free pregnancy testing with
RN’s. Your first choice for pregnancy related concerns. Caring
and confidential. Clinic services:
237-6530.

Looking for two female roommates to share South Fargo
apartment. 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
balcony and 2 car garage. Close
to both interstates and 25th
Street. Contact Megan at 701271-0334

Spring Break ‘04 with
StudentCity.com and Maxim
magazine! Get hooked up with
free trips, cash and VIP status
as a campus rep! Choose from
15 of the hottest destinations.
Book early for FREE MEALS,
FREE DRINKS and 150 percent
lowest price guarantee! To
reserve online or view our photo
gallery, visit
www.studentcity.com or call
1-888-SPRINGBREAK!

X marks the spot. Six, nine, or
12, mo. lease, brand new, dbl
gar., w/d, f/c, comm. rm, elevator, & so much more. CALL
NOW! 356-9999 Sorry no pets.

For Sale
AAUW Used Book Sale.
Moorhead Center Mall,
Herberger’s Wing, Oct. 24 from
8 a.m. to 9 p.m.

TABLE TENNIS. Sunday night
club - West Fargo; Wednesday
night league - Fargo. Call Dan
287-2112, Frank 232-7044, or
Don 232-0762.

Spring Break
ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get
12th trip free. Visit the official
Web site for spring break ‘04.
The best deals to the hottest
destinations. Group discounts for
six+. www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-838-8202.

SPRING BREAK with Mazatlan
Express. Mazatlan/Cancun.
From $499+. Or earn a free trip
by being a rep. (800) 366-4786.
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 student tour
operator, to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
#1 SPRING BREAK COMPANY
in Acapulco is now offering 3
destinations! Go loco in
Acapulco, party in Vallarta, or
get crazy in Cabo - all with
BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS. Book
by Oct. 31 - get FREE MEALS!
Organize a group and travel for
FREE. Call for details. 800-8754525 or www.bianchi-rossi.com

The

Advocate

Call to
advertise
477-2365
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
COST: The Advocate charges $3 for the first 30 words and $1 for
each additional 20 words. Classified ad forms are available in The
Advocate office during business hours. Payment is required in
advance of publication. Classifieds will not be taken over the phone.
No tearsheets are given and no refunds are given on cancellations.
DEADLINE: Monday by 5 p.m. for the issue published on Thursday,
no exceptions.
MAILING ADDRESS: Ads with payment may be mailed to: The
Advocate, ATTN: Classifieds, Minnesota State University Moorhead,
Box 130, Moorhead, MN 56560. Ads with payment may also be
dropped off in The Advocate office, Room 110 in the CMU.
ERRORS: The Advocate is responsible only for the cost of the first
incorrect insertion of the ad. It is the responsibility of the advertiser
to check the accuracy of the ad and make corrections if necessary.
The Advocate will not be liable for slight aesthetic changes or typographical errors that do not lessen the intent of the ad. The Advocate
is not responsible for errors due to illegible copy.
CLASSIFICATIONS AVAILABLE: For Sale, Help Wanted, Other, For
Rent, Personals, Roommates, Textbooks, Spring Break, Typing
Services, Wanted to Buy.
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❒ IDOL, from front
star struck. I sang the Shoop
song, ‘It’s in His Kiss,’ for a
fun song and I sang, ‘Someone
to Watch Over Me,’ as a slow,
jazzy, blues-type ballad,”
Davis said.
Davis received a mixed
response. “Randy was like, ah,
no. Paula said I was pleasant,
and Simon said, ‘I’m thinking
yes for Hollywood,’” Davis
said.
The judges have picked
apart the singer’s appearances in past years. “They
didn’t say much about the
way I looked. I think this year,
‘American Idol’ wants to focus
on personality because there’s
a lot of people that can sing,
but that’s all they did,” said
Davis.
Davis sees the importance
of originality with the previous idols fading from the
limelight. “When you look
at people that do write their
own music, you’re like,
wow, they’re really talented,” Davis said. “They have
fans that will stick with
them through everything
because they believe in
them.”
Davis has written seven
original songs. One of them
dealt with past friendships.
“I sang one song here at a
talent show at MSUM,”
Davis said. “I guess I’ve got a
good appeal, some of the
audience members were crying.”
Davis spent the first 10 years
of her life in Japan and

England as a self-proclaimed
army brat. When she was 11,
her father was stationed in
Rapid City, S.D.
Six siblings and a musically
inclined family helped her tap
into her singing potential. “We
all sang in programs together,” Davis said. “That’s what
developed our sense of harmony.”
Davis wasn’t the only one in
her family to win an
“American Idol” contest. “One
of my sisters actually won
the contest in our town in
South Dakota,” Davis said.
“But, she didn’t get sent to
New York, she just won a
cash prize and things like
that.”
One day Davis hopes to
open a medical clinic that
caters to those less fortunate. “I’ve seen a lot of people
with a lot of problems,” Davis
said. “They need surgery, but
just don’t have the money for
it. There’s not a specific spot
I have in mind, because
demographically you’d have
to put into consideration
what would be the best
place.”
Davis has taken her first
step to attaining her goals by
working toward a degree in
biology. She hopes to work
for a pharmaceutical company upon graduation.
“Biology is my goal, I want
to do that for me,” Davis said.
“Even if I did go far with this
music career, I’d still want to
get a degree.”

With opportunity waiting in
sunny California, she says
she would take advantage of
it in a heartbeat. “If anyone
wants me to record a single,
I’d do it,” Davis said. “If anyone wanted me to act, I’d do
that as well.”
Davis admits fame brings
fear. “People get caught up
in the business, so they say,
and I would hope it wouldn’t

be like that. I’m sure there
would be a lot of things that
would change, but as for
being myself, I wouldn’t
want to change that,” said
Davis.
Davis leaves for California on
Sunday. “I have no idea how it
works,” Davis said. “I haven’t
received a schedule yet, but
from what I know, we’re there
from the 19th to the 24th. So,

I’m guessing it’s an intensive
audition.”
Fellow
student
senator
Heather Bergley wishes Davis
the best. “I think it’s great.
We’re all so proud of her and
will be cheering her on from
Minnesota as loud as we
can.”
Porter can be reached
at porterba@mnstate.edu.

